
PICK THE RIGHT PLAYER

Pro Stripe® 560
Striping Mower

Precision

Achieve that perfect cut and striped finish
with the airflow fins, two-piece ribbed roller,
and MatchCut™ technology. Grass is raised
by the front fins for a clean cut while the rear
roller forms perfect stripes and improves
traction and manoeuvrability, without 
marking the turf. MatchCut provides multiple 
height of cut settings, allowing quick and 
easy fine tuning of the height of cut.

Durability

Heavy duty cast aluminium deck and 
reinforced handlebar make the ProStripe
tough, without weighing it down. Built to
withstand the pressure of professional
applications, the wheels are also rounded to
minimise turf marking and improve aftercut
appearance.

Productivity

Reduce downtime and restarts with the 80
litre high capacity grassbag and Blade Brake
Clutch transmission system. Optimised for 
airflow, the bag has an integrated ‘sail’ liner 
that ensures collection and directs dust 
away from the operator. 

Empty the grassbag or move from site to site 
without shutting down the engine with the 
intuitive Blade Brake Clutch system. 

Adjust the transmission to suit the weather 
and turf conditions with the 3-speed 
transmission. 

With speeds ranging from 3.1 to 5.2 km/hr 
the ProStripe 560 is the fastest in its class*.

Reliability

Commercial-grade Kawasaki FJ180V KAI
4-cycle engine features a dual element
cylindrical air-cleaner, cast iron cylinder
liner, heavy duty recoil, and uprated top
crank-bearing.

FEATURES

Designed to provide a precise cut and clean striped finish, the Toro ProStripe® leaves your turf 

looking at its best. This compact and manoeuvrable mower features a two-piece ribbed roller 

design to leave a crisp stripe.

MATCHCUT™ TECHNOLOGY ENABLES PRECISION SETTING 
OF THE HEIGHT OF CUT to make post-game cleanup a breeze. Grass 

is lifted, cut, and cleanly collected as a result of improved airflow created by 

a unique blade, grass bag and deck design. And the large, 80 litre high 

capacity grass bag reduces downtime emptying the bag. 

OPERATOR COMFORT AND PRODUCTIVITY 
COME TOGETHER with the ergonomic handlebar 

and Blade Brake Clutch transmission system that 

make the mower both comfortable and easy to 

use. Built for tough commercial conditions, the 

cast aluminium deck and Kawasaki engine 

provide peace of mind. Sports fields 

and fine turf applicationseven 

residential gardens – are no 

match for this high quality, 

versatile machine.
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* Based on average speed, measured on concrete.



PROSTRIPE® 560*

PROSTRIPE 560, MODEL 02657
CUTTNG WIDTH 56 cm (22 in)

ENGINE Kawasaki® FJ180V KAI OHV 4-cycle, 179cc

STARTER Recoil, ZS

DRIVE SYSTEM 3-Speed Self Propelled

DECK Corrosion resistant aluminium

HOC 13-position, 13-60mm 3.25mm increments

SPEED 3.1, 4.0, 5.2 km/hr

FUEL/CAPACITY Petrol / 1.7 litres

WEIGHT 66 kg

REAR ROLLER Steel, Two Piece. Ribbed for superior traction and perfect striping

DRIVE TYRES 22.9 cm smooth shoulder tyre

DECK CONSTRUCTION Die-Cast Aluminium Deck

BLADE 3.2 mm thick swaged steel blade

BLADE ENGAGEMENT Blade Brake Clutch (BBC)

LUBRICATION Forced lubrication w/oil pump

AIR FILTER Dual Element

BAG CAPACITY Dual Element

WARRANTY Two-year limited warranty. Refer to Operator’s Manual for further details.
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* Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features.  
Consult your local Toro Distributor.

We reserve the right to improve our products and make changes in the specifications, designs and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation.  

TWO PIECE ROLLER

Two-piece roller significantly improves
manoeuvrability and minimises turf marking
when compared to single-piece roller designs.
The ribbed tread provides superior traction.

GROOMER BRUSH KIT

Promote healthier turf and a finer cut by 
reducing lateral blade growth and removing 
surface debris. Adjustable for rake and height 
to allow precision setting.  

(Optional Accessory. Part number 134-3722)

MATCHCUT™

Fine tune the cutting height with MatchCut™.
Providing half-increment (3.25mm) settings,
MatchCut proves ideal for use on fine turf
applications or when using multiple machines
on a large area when accurate, uniform height
setting is crucial


